Ryan Phelan
Face of Fox Sports
Ryan Phelan is one of the most recognisable faces of the
Australian media. A highly accomplished television presenter with
a wealth of experience, he has presented on Fox Sports and
FoxSports News, Network Ten and Sky Racing.
With a sensational personality and a tonne of charisma, Ryan is
in huge demand as a host and MC in both the sports and
corporate sector.
More about Ryan Phelan:

Ryan Phelan joined Fox Sports in 2008 as the host of rugby
league as the host of Monday Night NRL and presenter on Fox
Sports News channel.
He spent 2007 in the United States as the inaugural presenter of ESPN's Asia Pacific Sports Center
service.
Prior to his posting to the US, Ryan Phelan made rapid progress through the ranks at Network Ten to be at
the forefront of his industry.
In less than 10 years he moved from volunteering at a community radio station to ESPN, the worldwide
leader in sports broadcasting.
Along the way Ryan co-hosted a reality television dating program and was identified by Network Ten as a
key personality.

Ryan's television career started as a presenter for Sky Racing where he produced, wrote and hosted the
award-winning harness racing program.
An outstanding presenter, Ryan is a passionate performer who has excelled in his chosen profession.
Ryan was voted by the public as Cleo Magazine's 2005 Bachelor of the Year .

Client Testimonials
Thank you for all your help in ensuring our presentation was a successful night - we've had loads
of great feedback saying it was one of the best and an enormous amount of that credit goes to
you for keeping the night flowing so well and not to mention fun also! It's been great having the
opportunity to have more control over our events and seemingly, from yours and other people's
feedback it's paid off.
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